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ELECTRIC RUNWAY IS
WHERE FASHION MEETS
TECHNOLOGY
Established in 2015, Electric Runway is an
ongoing multimedia project documenting how
technology is transforming the $2.4 trillion
fashion industry around the world. Through a
variety of cultural content, including podcasts,
YouTube videos, and thought leadership
events, Electric Runway illuminates the future
of apparel, retail, and consumer experiences.

CORE VALUES
EDUCATION
Electric Runway is dedicated to continued learning and
knowledge-sharing. We do this through educational
videos, speaking engagements, and academic teaching.
We provoke audiences to consider the global scale of the
fashion industry— including its challenges and
opportunities

COLLABORATION
We partner with a variety of events, organizations, and
companies to deepen our research and reporting and
advance our mission of uncovering fashion innovation
around the world

COMMUNITY
We work to cultivate a culture of inclusivity in the
fashion industry and help build a community of
innovators who want to design a more collaborative
and equitable future

AUDIENCE
YouTube
3.7K subscribes
550K views

Instagram
12.5K followers

Spotify
The Electric
Runway Podcast

Website
5K page-views/month
3.5K active uses/month

Twitter
12.6K followers

THE FOUNDER
AMANDA COSCO
Amanda Cosco is a Canadian journalist and
entrepreneur with a decade of experience in digital
storytelling and content marketing. She is most
known for her work at the intersection of fashion and
technology. Through Electric Runway, Amanda has
reported from the front lines of every stage of the
fashion supply chain, from garment factories in
Bangladesh to runway shows in Moscow. She has
delivered keynote presentations to several
international delegations on fashion innovation all
over the world. Amanda's research and reporting on
digital culture has been published by the Toronto
Star, the Globe and Mail, WWD and more.

WORK WITH US
MARKETING
FASHION-TECH
ADVISORY
One-on-one consults available
with Amanda for students,

We work with the most innovative
brands on their runway to
success. Learn more about our
future-focused marketing
services here.

startups, small businesses and
brands starting at $159/hour.
Book with Amanda here

SPONSORED
CONTENT

SPEAKING

Electric Runway partners with

Amanda Cosco is a seasoned

custom content and coverage.

speaker with experience

Promoted posts, single-page

delivering keynote addresses

advertisements, and

and educational seminars on

leaderboards ads are available

local and international stages.

for as little as $250.

brands and events to produce

Learn more about speaking,
hosting, and media
appearance opportunities
here.

RUNWAY SHOWS
Explore the future of fashion with
our one-of-a-kind showcases.
Electric Runway curates custom
fashion-tech experiences for
summits, conferences, trade
shows, and galas all over the
world.

CLIENTS &
ENGAGEMENTS
Our clients and partners are big thinkers. Trailblazers. Doers
and disrupters.

